Suppression and enhancement of distortion-product otoacoustic emissions by interference tones above f(2). II. Findings in humans.
Distortion-product otoacoustic emission (DPOAE) suppression tuning curves (STCs) can be obtained in a variety of laboratory animals and humans by sweeping the frequencies and levels of a third tone (f(3)) around a set of f(1) and f(2) primaries. In small laboratory animals, it was previously observed that, when the suppressor tone (f(3)) is above f(2), substantial suppression and or enhancement (suppression/enhancement) could be obtained. In the present study, it was of interest to determine if similar suppression/enhancement phenomena could be observed in humans and to what extent this might influence the interpretation of STC results reported in the literature. To this end, STCs were measured for DPOAEs at 2f(1)-f(2) and 2f(2)-f(1) in human subjects at geometric-mean frequencies (GM) of 1, 2, 3, and 4 kHz, and primary-tone equilevels of 80/80 and 75/75 dB SPL and unequal levels of 65/55 dB SPL. Overall, STC parameters were found to be comparable to those reported in the literature. For the 2f(1)-f(2) DPOAE, STC tip frequencies tuned to the region of the primaries, and tip frequencies were slightly influenced by primary-tone level. STC tip thresholds were typically within 10 dB of the level of L(2), and Q(10dB) values ranged from 1.0 to 2.5, which was consistent with the higher-level primaries employed. The 2f(1)-f(2) DPOAE showed consistent regions of suppression that were approximately an octave above the GM for the 1-kHz, 65/55-dB SPL condition. The 2f(2)-f(1) DPOAE tuned to its characteristic place above f(2) and showed reliable enhancement above the STC tip region for the 1-kHz, 75/75-dB SPL primaries. Overall, the results clearly revealed that human ears also display suppression/enhancement phenomena when f(3) reaches frequencies considerably above f(2). If suppression/enhancement phenomena reflect secondary DPOAE sources, then these sources are present in the ear-canal signal from humans as well as small laboratory animals.